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 daniel defoe continues to hold a distinguished place in accounts of
the rise of the English novel, but the same cannot be said in histories of the “great age of
the English essay.”1 If the novel and the periodical essay were the two great innovations
in English prose writing during the long eighteenth century, Defoe made a clear and
substantial contribution to the emergence of both genres. Yet it seems odd that his relatively limited work as a novelist should overshadow his prodigious achievement as a
periodical essayist.2 Defoe penned at most seven or eight novels late in his life, all published between 1719 and 1724, whereas he most assuredly wrote nearly three, and
sometimes as many as five, essays of 2,000 to 2,500 words every week for nine years
1. For a recent example, see Denise Gigante, introduction, The Great Age of the English Essay:
An Anthology (New Haven, Conn., 2008), xvi, which mentions Defoe as a novelist but not as a periodical essay writer, despite a brief mention of the Review’s printing of letters to the editor in its “Mercure
Scandale” section (xxiii, xxxii n. 8). By contrast, Richard West’s uncritical The Life and Strange Surprising Adventures of Daniel Defoe (London, 1998) lauds Defoe as “the first master, if not the inventor, of
almost every feature of modern newspapers” (xv). Compare also Scott Black, Of Essays and Reading in
Early Modern Britain (Houndmills, U.K., 2006); and Stephen M. Adams, “Defoe, Daniel,” in Encyclopedia of the Essay, ed. Tracy Chevalier (London, 1997), 445–48. The best recent study of the English
periodical essay is Richard Squibbs, Urban Enlightenment and the Eighteenth-Century Periodical
Essay: Transatlantic Retrospects (Houndmills, U.K., 2014), wherein Defoe is also neglected.
2. The Oxford Handbook of the Eighteenth-Century Novel, ed. J. A. Downie (Oxford, 2014); Robert
DeMaria Jr., “The Eighteenth-Century Periodical Essay,” in The Cambridge History of English Literature,
1660–1780, ed. John Richetti (Cambridge, 2005), 527–48.
Pp. 79–110. ©2014 by Henry E. Huntington Library and Art Gallery. issn 0018-7895 | e-issn 1544-399x. All rights
reserved. For permission to photocopy or reproduce article content, consult the University of California Press Rights
and Permissions website, http://www.ucpressjournals.com/reprintInfo.asp. DOI: 10.1525/hlq.2014.77.1.79.
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straight, with only a few minor interruptions, for his periodical The Review (1704–13).3
At his most productive moment, in the summer of 1705, Defoe was writing five essays
a week, including those for both the Review and the Little Review.4 In so doing, he
outlasted and surpassed the work of all but a few of the most tireless Grub Street
writers of his day, excepting perhaps the equally indefatigable but much less well
known (and admittedly less well accomplished) journalists Abel Roper and George
Ridpath. Both managed to continue writing for their periodicals, The Post Boy and
The Flying Post respectively, from 1695 until the early days of the Hanoverian age.5
By the time Defoe had composed his last essay for the Review in June 1713, he had
managed to produce approximately 4 million words of prose in over 5,600 pages of
print.6 Despite all of the scholarly wrangling over whether Defoe actually wrote
such now-revered novels as Moll Flanders (1722) and Roxana (1724), his prolific and
consistent work as a periodical essayist has never been questioned. Yet the full significance of that achievement has remained curiously underappreciated by historians and literary scholars.
Two major reasons for the relative neglect of the Review are surely the absence
or scarcity of a reliable or complete edition of the journal and the immense and varied
nature of its content. No complete set of the original Reviews exists in any one library,
and it was not until the publication of Arthur Wellesley Secord’s twenty-two-book facsimile edition in 1938 that there was anything like a standard edition of the work.7 Even
3. The attribution of anonymously published works to Defoe continues to be a hotly debated issue,
and nowhere more intensely than with regard to his novels. Recent decades have seen a decided trend
toward reducing the Defoe canon. See P. N. Furbank and W. R. Owens, The Canonisation of Daniel
Defoe (New Haven, Conn., 1988); Furbank and Owens, Defoe De-Attributions: A Critique of J. R. Moore’s
Checklist (London, 1994); and, most recently, Ashley Marshall, “Beyond Furbank and Owens: A New
Consideration of the Evidence for the ‘Defoe’ Canon,” Studies in Bibliography 59 (2013); Marshall,
“Fabricating Defoes: From Anonymous Hack to Master of Fictions,” Eighteenth-Century Life 36, no. 2
(2012): 1–35; and Marshall, “Did Defoe Write Moll Flanders and Roxana?” Philological Quarterly 89,
nos. 2–3 (2010): 209–41. The possible Defoe “novels” are listed in Furbank and Owens, A Critical Bibliography of Daniel Defoe (London, 1998) [hereafter Critical Bibliography], nos. 201, 204, 210, Robinson
Crusoe (1719–20); no. 208, Memoirs of a Cavalier (1720); no. 209, Captain Singleton (1720); no. 213, Moll
Flanders (1722); no. 216, Journal of the Plague Year (1722); no. 217, Colonel Jack (1722); no. 218, Fortunate
Mistress [Roxana], (1724); and arguably no. 221, A New Voyage Round the World (1724).
4. See Defoe’s Review, ed. John McVeagh, 9 vols. in 18 books (London, 2003–11) [hereafter Review,
ed. McVeagh; references to Defoe’s text will include the original volume, issue number, and date as well
as the pagination from this new edition], 1:xxxvi n. 1.
5. ODNB, s.v. “Roper, Abel (bap. 1665, d. 1726),” by G. A. Aitkin, rev. M. E. Clayton, and “Ridpath,
George (d. 1726),” by G. A. Aitkin, rev. John R. Young. Ridpath also took over the lion’s share of writing
for the Whig Observator after the death of John Tutchin in 1707. See also William B. Ewald, The Newsmen
of Queen Anne (Oxford, 1956), 225–26, 231–33.
6. The word total for the Review is estimated in Review, ed. McVeagh, 1:vi. William Thomas Morgan, “Defoe’s Review as a Historical Source,” Journal of Modern History 12, no. 2 (1940): 223, gives the
original page total. McVeagh’s new critical edition amounts to 7,680 pages.
7. Defoe’s Review, ed. Arthur Wellesley Secord, 9 vols. in 22 books (New York, 1938) [hereafter,
Review, ed. Secord]. Only 475 copies of this edition were published, so it, too, is rare. See also William L.
Payne, Index to Defoe’s Review (New York, 1948). Substantial sets of the original publication may be
found at the British Library, the Boston Public Library, the Harry Ransom Center at the University of
Texas at Austin, and the Beinecke Library at Yale University.
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after the publication of this monumental collection, it seemed that the issue for April 9,
1713, had completely disappeared; a copy was subsequently discovered at the University of Wales, Lampeter Library, and has now been restored to John McVeagh’s newly
published complete and annotated edition of the journal.8 This Pickering edition of
the Review is a long overdue and very welcome achievement, and it should encourage
scholars to take the plunge into its several thousand pages.9
The edition offers Defoe scholars and historians of the early eighteenth century
access to one of the most important, most informative, and longest-lasting periodicals
of its day. It also carefully collates the various issues published in the series in chronological order. Unlike Secord’s facsimile, McVeagh’s edition offers the reader the chance
to read Defoe’s 1704 “supplements” to the journal and his 1705 Little Reviews in the
chronological sequence in which they originally appeared, rather than as appendages
to the first two volumes of the Review. McVeagh also carefully distinguishes between
and juxtaposes the simultaneously published Edinburgh and London editions of the
Review that Defoe produced for volumes 6 and 7 of the Review in 1709–10. The entire
text of each issue is reproduced, including the advertisements (albeit only upon their
first occurrence, although repetitions are noted), readers’ letters, notices, poems, Latin
quotations, and other such miscellaneous items that often found their way into early
eighteenth-century periodicals. The edition includes “every word Defoe wrote in the
Review” and more.10 It provides a faithful and reliable transcript of the words found in
the original publication. McVeagh has lightly annotated the text of each issue as well, an
important editorial feature that Secord’s edition lacks. While the annotation is not
nearly as substantial as one finds in such erudite works as Robert Latham and William
Matthews’s edition of Samuel Pepys’s diary or Esmond S. de Beer’s edition of John Evelyn’s diary, it will be sufficient for all but the most demanding of specialist readers.
Unfortunately, the set’s index is disappointing. While the work contains both
volume-specific indexes as well as a final general index after the conclusion of the
(originally un-numbered) “ninth” volume, they are not nearly as comprehensive as
one would expect. A collection of 7,680 pages necessarily contains a vast amount of
information and references that will be lost to most casual readers without the aid of a
detailed index. Assiduous scholars can still refer to William Payne’s much more inclusive Index to Defoe’s Review (1948).11 Payne’s index amounts to over 96,000 words in
143 pages. The Pickering Review index takes up not quite 100 pages and pays much less
attention to the fine grain of each of the many subjects taken up by Defoe in the journal. While a reader of the Pickering edition will find a list of nine places where Defoe
generally addresses the topic of wool trade and woolen manufactures, Payne’s index
provides us with thirty-nine precise page references with helpful details so that one can

8. Review, ed. McVeagh, vol. [IX], no. 81 (April 9, 1713), 9:x (discussed), 322–24 (quoted).
9. Nicholas Seager, “‘He reviews without Fear, and acts without Fainting’: Defoe’s Review,” EighteenthCentury Studies 46, no. 1 (2012): 131–42, offers a useful overview of the vicissitudes in form and content
of the journal over its lifespan. This article focuses on the reception history of the Review.
10. Review, ed. McVeagh, 1:vi.
11. Payne, Index.
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identify precisely where Defoe discusses the importation of Irish wool as opposed to
French wool, for example.12 Serious scholars of the Review will want to continue to consult Payne’s Index when they wish to look up a particular reference. Unfortunately, this
task is made slightly more difficult than it should be, as Payne’s references are to the
original pagination of the Review, and McVeagh’s edition has not preserved references
to that original pagination. An assiduous researcher can probably locate a reference
from Payne’s Index in McVeagh’s edition, but it will require more effort and attention
than a simple volume and page check. Perhaps it is futile to lament the demise of the
golden age of scholarly indexing, but one would hope that the publisher might consider
commissioning a more comprehensive index to McVeagh’s edition.13 Such a work
would only enhance the value and accessibility of this remarkable edition.
One can only hope that future readers will not be deterred by the prolixity of
Defoe’s prose in the Review, and plunge directly into its contents. McVeagh’s edition is
well suited for sustained and intensive reading of Defoe’s periodical essays. New and
careful readings of this edition of the Review will simultaneously enhance our understanding of both the ever “elusive” author, Daniel Defoe, and the rambunctious world
of Queen Anne’s Britain, which served as both subject and context for his writings in
the journal. J. P. Kenyon’s pronouncement that “despite the vast amount of work that
has been done on Daniel Defoe, there is much in his life and work which is still mysterious” remains as true today as it was several decades ago.14
While the Review has hardly gone unnoticed by scholars, recognition of its significance has not been proportional to the immense volume of Defoe’s output in the
work. William Thomas Morgan’s 1940 plea to historians to exploit the Review “as a
source of the greatest historical importance” has remained largely unheeded beyond
the histories of early eighteenth-century journalism and political propaganda.15
William Payne’s Mr. Review: Daniel Defoe as Author of the Review (1947) remains the
only monograph dedicated to the journal as a whole, and it is largely descriptive in
nature.16 Aside from some interest in Defoe’s use of the Review to publicize his arguments in favor of the union with Scotland in 1707, it is odd how little prominence has
been given to the Review by scholars who have tried “to take Defoe seriously as a social
and political thinker as well as a famous novelist and key figure in the history of Eng12. Review, ed. McVeagh, 9:517; Payne, Index, 137.
13. Payne’s Index could find a new purpose if the entries were updated to refer to the pages of the
new edition.
14. J. P. Kenyon, Revolution Principles: The Politics of Party, 1689–1720 (Cambridge, 1977), 57; see
also Laura Ann Curtis, The Elusive Daniel Defoe (London, 1984), who uses a reading of Defoe’s authorial personae in the Review to develop a broader argument about his divided and often contradictory
consciousness.
15. Morgan, “Defoe’s Review as a Historical Source,” Journal of Modern History 12, no. 2 (1940): 232.
An important exception is the work of Peter Earle, especially The Making of the English Middle Class:
Business, Society, and Family Life in London, 1660–1730 (Berkeley, Calif., and Los Angeles, 1989), and
The World of Defoe (London, 1976), both of which use the Review to illuminate the social and economic history of the period.
16. William Payne, Mr. Review: Daniel Defoe as Author of the Review (New York, 1947); see also
Payne, Index; and The Best of Defoe’s Review: An Anthology, ed. Payne (New York, 1951).
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lish literature.”17 The Review has appeared more often by way of an aside or in passing
commentary than as the subject of extensive study of the journal itself or of the development and vicissitudes of Defoe’s views expressed within its pages.18
A number of prominent exceptions tend to prove the rule. The 1970s saw a
flurry of interest in the Review and its significance. Many of these studies appeared as
doctoral theses or dissertations that remain unpublished and have therefore had less
impact on Defoe studies or the history of early eighteenth-century periodical journalism than their initial promise indicated.19 Without a doubt, the most important of these
studies was the work of Alan Downie, whose M.Litt. thesis was devoted almost entirely
to studying the political significance of the Review; this research was expanded upon in
his doctoral thesis and ultimately published in his monograph, Robert Harley and the
Press (1979).20 This work remains the richest and most influential study of the Review.
Downie sought to locate Defoe’s writing within the context of the high politics of
Queen Anne’s reign; in so doing, he presented Defoe as an agent for Robert Harley, and
the Review as a voice for the political machinations of a politician famously known as
“Robin the Trickster.”21 Harley appears in Downie’s work as the mastermind behind an
impressive “propaganda machine,” who upon his return to power in 1710 “was finally
in a position to put into practice the methods and theories for manipulating public
opinion through the press that he had formulated in twenty years of practical politics.”22 The Review was Harley’s first major foray into this project of press manipulation, and Downie presents it as a venture bankrolled, controlled, gently guided, and
17. Laurence Dickey, “Power, Commerce and Natural Law in Daniel Defoe’s Political Writings
1698–1707,” in A Union for Empire: Political Thought and the Union of 1707, ed. John Robertson (Cambridge, 1995), 63. See also Ruth Beeler White, “The Activities of Defoe Relating to the Act of Union,
1706–1707” (PhD diss., Columbia University, 1966); David Macree, “Daniel Defoe, the Church of Scotland, and the Union of 1707,” Eighteenth-Century Studies 7, no. 1 (1973): 62–77; Katherine R. Penovich,
“From ‘Revolution Principles’ to Union: Daniel Defoe’s Intervention in the Scottish Debate,” in Union
for Empire, ed. Robertson, 228–42; and Karin Bowie, “Public Opinion, Popular Politics and the Union
of 1707,” The Scottish Historical Review 82, no. 2 (2003): 226–60.
18. The Review is cited, but does not figure prominently as a subject of independent study, in
Katherine Clark, Daniel Defoe: The Whole Frame of Nature, Time and Providence (Houndmills, U.K.,
2007); P. N. Furbank and W. R. Owens, A Political Biography of Daniel Defoe (London, 2006) offers the
most substantive evaluation of the role of the Review in Defoe’s oeuvre so far.
19. Lee Sonsteng Horsley, “Paper Wars in the Reign of Anne: A Study of Political Journalism” (PhD
thesis, University of Birmingham, 1970); Horsley, “Rogues or Honest Gentlemen: The Public Characters of Queen Anne Journalists,” Texas Studies in Literature and Language 18, no. 2 (1976): 198–228;
William Clark Hendley Jr., “Factional Journalism in the Age of Queen Anne: Defoe’s Review and Its
Rivals” (PhD diss., University of Texas at Austin, 1970); James O. Richards, Party Propaganda under
Queen Anne: The General Elections of 1702–1713 (Athens, Ga., 1972); and Frances M. Harris, “A Study of
the Paper War Relating to the Career of the 1st Duke of Marlborough, 1710–1712” (D.Phil. thesis, University of London, 1975).
20. J. A. Downie, “Daniel Defoe’s Review and Other Political Writings in the Reign of Queen
Anne” (M.Litt. thesis, University of Newcastle upon Tyne, 1973).
21. D. W. Hayton, “Robert Harley (1661–1724),” in The History of Parliament: The House of Commons, 1690–1715, 5 vols. (Cambridge, 2002), 4:244–80; and ODNB, s.v. “Harley, Robert, first earl of
Oxford and Mortimer (1661–1724),” by W. A. Speck.
22. J. A. Downie, Robert Harley and the Press: Propaganda and Public Opinion in the Age of Swift
and Defoe (Cambridge, 1979), 2.
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encouraged by Harley.23 Harley’s role as Defoe’s patron and as sponsor for the Review
had been well known since the Historical Manuscripts Commission’s publication of
the Portland manuscripts in the late nineteenth century. Downie’s research placed
Defoe’s work in a broader context, and it revealed that he was not alone. Harley
recruited a diverse stable of other talented writers such as Jonathan Swift, Charles Davenant, and John Toland to work for him, and in so doing, attempted to manage the
range of debate in the highly partisan “paper wars” of Queen Anne’s reign. He emerges
in this account as something like an early eighteenth-century spin doctor.24
The image of the Review revealed in Downie’s work is that of a sometimes
oblique, but always reliable, supporter of official government policy. Defoe’s tergiversations of apparent party allegiance in his journal from a moderate Tory to a solid
junto Whig and back to the Tories again after the ministerial revolution that swept
Harley into power were remarkable, and they occasioned considerable derision from
contemporaries, many of whom saw Mr. Review as a “two-fac’d monster” or a turncoat
(figure 1). These twists and turns become comprehensible once the Review is understood as an “unofficial government organ” that followed the equally slippery political
machinations of Harley.25
Downie’s presentation of the Review as a Harleyite propaganda piece has largely
been accepted by historians and critics, although there is a tendency now to emphasize
that Harley’s hold over the reins of the Review was a rather loose one. Harley did not tell
Defoe what to write. Rather, he encouraged and countenanced the continuous scribblings of a man he knew shared many of the same general principles and political goals,
including a distrust of the High Church party’s intolerant attitudes toward Protestant
dissent and their intransigent political tactics (especially their controversial recourse to
“tacking” in the 1704 Parliament); support for the British union and the Protestant succession; a reverence for the new constitutional monarchy ensconced by King William’s
Glorious Revolution; and preservation of the “balance of power” in European international relations through an equitable peace with France. Nicholas Seager’s observation
that “the fascination of the Review throughout its existence lies not in its simple reflection of particular ministerial policies, but in its attempts to shape the direction of pol-

23. Defoe was often compensated by Harley, especially during his time in office as Lord Treasurer;
see J. A. Downie, “Secret Service Payments to Daniel Defoe, 1710–1714,” Review of English Studies, n.s., 30,
no. 120 (1979): 437–41; and Paula Backscheider, Daniel Defoe: His Life (Baltimore, 1989), 120–24, 323–28.
24. Historical Manuscripts Commission, Fourteenth Report of the Royal Commission on Historical Manuscripts, appendix, part 4: The Manuscripts of His Grace the Duke of Portland, preserved at
Welbeck Abbey, vols. 4–5 (London, 1897–99); David Harrison Stevens, Party Politics and English Journalism, 1702–1742 (Chicago, 1916), 47–60. Defoe’s letters to Harley are conveniently reprinted in Defoe,
Letters, ed. George Harris Healey (Oxford, 1955). James Sutherland, Daniel Defoe, 2nd ed. (London,
1950), devotes his fifth chapter to Defoe as “Robert Harley’s Man.” Kevin Sharpe, Rebranding Rule:
The Restoration and Revolution Monarchy, 1660–1714 (New Haven, Conn., 2013), studies the high politics of spin for the later Stuart period as a whole.
25. Downie, “Daniel Defoe’s Review,” 136. See also Downie, “Stating Facts Right About Defoe’s
Review,” Prose Studies 16, no. 1 (1993): 8–22.
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figure 1. Detail from A Character of a Turn-coat: Or, The True Picture of an English Monster (London,
1707). Courtesy of the Houghton Library, Harvard University, Bute Broadsides C56. This caricature of
Daniel Defoe and John Tutchin depicts them as two-faced, gender-bending, position-shifting, untrustworthy scribblers.

icy” is reinforced by McVeagh’s account of Defoe’s many twists and turns in his introductions to each of the nine volumes of his edition of the Review.26
Ironically, Harley and Defoe were perhaps never so far apart as they were immediately after Harley’s triumphant return to power in the wake of the ministerial revolution and the resounding Tory victory at the polls of the general election in 1710. As
head of the newly ascendant Tory coalition, Harley had to embrace the Church of England (and hence distance himself from an overly lenient policy toward Protestant dissent) to shore up the party’s base; the dissenter in Defoe prevented him from doing the
same. A rumor at the time circulated that Defoe “for his good services” was receiving
ten shillings per year from every Presbyterian minister throughout the kingdom “and
many gifts from the communion” offerings made by their congregations.27 While such
stories were unlikely to be true, they hardly fit the image of the Review as Harley’s
mouthpiece. Soon enough, however, Harley’s pursuit of his “great mission” of securing
the long-awaited peace settlement brought the two back together again, although their
differences on religious policy still rankled and Defoe felt betrayed by the passage of the
Occasional Conformity Act of November 1711.28 The publication of the new Pickering
26. Seager, “‘He reviews without Fear, and acts without Fainting,’” 135. Compare Review,
ed. McVeagh, 5:xi; 6:xix–xx; 8:ix–xii; 9:xiii.
27. Bodleian Library [Bodl. Lib.], MS North a.3, December 29, 1710, fol. 107v.
28. Review, ed. McVeagh, 7:xxi–xxii; 8:ix–xii. On Defoe’s and Harley’s views on the peace, see also
Lawrence Poston III, “Defoe and the Peace Campaign, 1710–1713: A Reconsideration,” Huntington
Library Quarterly 27, no. 1 (1963): 1–20; and Geoffrey Holmes, “The Great Ministry,” unpublished MS
on deposit at the History of Parliament Trust. I am most grateful to Bill Speck for allowing me to consult
his copy of this important study.
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edition will encourage a more nuanced appraisal of the relationship between the Great
Trickster and his sometimes cantankerously minded propagandist, Mr. Review.


Other aspects of Defoe’s writings for the Review have fared less well than the study of
his role in partisan high politics, particularly among those historians of political and
economic thought who have often struggled to identify Defoe’s shifty positions within
the coherent intellectual traditions and discourses that are the building blocks upon
which so much intellectual history depends.29 Defoe’s economic writings in the journal figure prominently in J. G. A. Pocock’s Machiavellian Moment (1975) as a key example of the formation of what he considered to be a mainly Whig “‘Court’ theory of
economics, politics, and history,” which was designed to counter the mainly Tory
“Country” theory of opposition to modern finance and government debts. While
Defoe made constant professions of loyalty to the post-revolutionary crown, and he
was certainly reliant upon financial support from court ministers, the always cashstrapped and ever precariously employed scribbler might have been bemused to find
himself lumped with the court and other more financially secure and genteel writers
on matters of trade, finance, and commerce, but at least Pocock recognized the innovative and influential nature of Defoe’s economic writings. Unfortunately, this discussion failed to ignite the same amount of interest in Defoe’s work as it did for other
hitherto neglected figures, such as James Harrington or even Joseph Addison, both of
whose novel contributions to political and economic thought figure prominently in
Pocock’s influential book.30 The literary historian John Sekora’s Luxury (1977) also
recognized Defoe’s important contributions to the eighteenth-century luxury debates
and presented his writings on luxury in the Review as distinctly modern; Defoe was
“the poet laureate” of “the new commercial age.”31 Despite these promising leads and
despite the substantial attention devoted to trade and the world of goods within its
pages, the Review has not garnered much attention in subsequent histories of the
eighteenth-century concept of luxury, commerce, and consumption.32 Rather more
29. For an overview of recent trends in intellectual history, see Palgrave Advances in Intellectual
History, ed. Richard Whatmore and Brian Young (Basingstoke, U.K., 2006).
30. J. G. A. Pocock, The Machiavellian Moment: Florentine Political Thought and the Atlantic
Republican Tradition (Princeton, N.J., 1975), quote at 427, 452–55. Compare John Brewer’s elaboration
on these pages in his equally influential essay, “Commercialization and Politics,” in Neil McKendrick,
John Brewer, and J. H. Plumb, The Birth of a Consumer Society: The Commercialization of EighteenthCentury England (London, 1982), 213.
31. John Sekora, Luxury: The Concept in Western Thought, Eden to Smollett (Baltimore, 1977),
115–18 at 116.
32. For examples, see Christopher Berry, The Idea of Luxury: A Conceptual and Historical Investigation (Cambridge, 1994); E. J. Hundert, The Enlightenment’s Fable: Bernard Mandeville and the Discovery of Society (Cambridge, 1994); and Maxine Berg, Luxury and Pleasure in Eighteenth-Century
Britain (Oxford, 2005); see, however, Grant Hannis, “Daniel Defoe’s Pioneering Consumer Journalism
in the Review,” British Journal for Eighteenth-Century Studies 30, no. 1 (2007): 13–26.
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often, the Review has been plundered for choice quotes or anecdotes that illustrate
early eighteenth-century understandings of the social and economic order. Defoe’s
rough-and-ready description of the English class system as a hierarchy of seven orders,
from the great to the rich on down to the middle sort, the working trades, the country
people, the poor, and finally the miserable, has often been cited, for example.33 Yet we
still lack a comprehensive study of Defoe’s social and economic thought.34
Another missed opportunity for developing a full recognition of Defoe’s journalism can be found in a few asides in J. P. Kenyon’s 1976 Ford Lectures, published as
Revolution Principles (1977), which presented Defoe’s Review as a distinctly Whig
propaganda engine. When it came to such hot-button topics as the legitimacy of resistance to tyranny and whether such resistance had taken place in 1688 when James II
left his kingdoms, the Review did indeed articulate a clear Whig position. Kenyon
observed a “distinct Jacobin tinge” to the Review’s vehement defense of the legitimacy
and constitutional significance of the Glorious Revolution during the passive obedience debates in Anne’s reign.35 Defying the Tory claim that the revolution was not an
instance of legitimate resistance to royal tyranny and had not effected a fundamental
change in the constitution, Mr. Review declared, “the Government we are now Happy
under is . . . upon the Principle of Revolution Liberty—And when ever the Government, or any by its Permission, shall invade that Liberty, they stab their own Authority,
and set their Hands to a Charge of Treason against themselves.”36 The resistance
shown in 1688 was legitimate, and it could be used again, he implied. Defoe’s fervent
defense of resistance theory in his journalism, especially during the excited debates on
the topic during the Sacheverell crisis of 1709–10, has not received as much attention
from historians of political thought as one would expect.37 Nor is it compatible with a
picture of Defoe as a political “moderate”: his views of resistance and revolution were
much more radical than those of many Whigs. Robert Walpole’s defense of resistance
theory at the trial of Doctor Sacheverell, for example, worked hard to define the Glorious Revolution as an exceptional, almost unique and unprecedented event.38

33. Review, ed. McVeagh, vol. VI, no. 36 (June 25, 1709), 6:193. For typical examples, see
M. Dorothy George, London Life in the Eighteenth Century (London, 1925), 363; and Keith Wrightson,
Earthly Necessities: Economic Lives in Early Modern Britain (New Haven, Conn., 2000), 289.
34. See, however, Maximillian Novak, Economics and the Fiction of Daniel Defoe (Berkeley, Calif.,
and Los Angeles, 1962); Michael Shinagel, Daniel Defoe and Middle-Class Gentility (Cambridge, Mass.,
1968); and James E. Hartley, “The Chameleon Daniel Defoe: Public Writing in the Age Before Economic Theory,” in Money, Power, and Print: Interdisciplinary Studies on the Financial Revolution in the
British Isles, ed. Charles Ivar McGrath and Chris Fauske (Wilmington, Del., 2008), 26–50.
35. Kenyon, Revolution Principles, 123.
36. Review, ed. McVeagh, vol. VI, no. 21 (May 21, 1709), 6:120. Defoe had articulated his defense of
resistance theory earlier, especially in such tracts as The Original Power of the Collective Body of the
People of England, Examined and Asserted (London, 1702 [1701]); Critical Bibliography, no. 31.
37. See, however, Mark Goldie, “The English System of Liberty,” in The Cambridge History of
Eighteenth-Century Political Thought, ed. Mark Goldie and Robert Wokler (Cambridge, 2006), 40.
38. The State Trial of Doctor Henry Sacheverell, ed. Brian Cowan (Malden, Mass., and Oxford, 2012),
205–31.
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Defoe’s contemporaries found this to be one of the most shocking and salient
aspects of his writing. The nonjuror and Jacobite Charles Leslie was often provoked
to respond to Defoe’s essays in his Rehearsal (1704–7), but the question of the right to
resistance goaded the intemperate high flyer into even more than his usual bursts of
fury. “For what can Please you,” he asked of Defoe and his fellow believers in the right
to resist tyranny, “when even the Glorious and Immortal Cannot! When your own Representatives in Parliament Cannot! When every Tutchin and De Foe can Arraign all
these, make them Betrayers of their Trust, and Enemies to the Nation!” He even imagined an anarchic war between “King Tutchin,” author of the Whig Observator until his
death in 1707, and King Defoe, resulting in the latter opening “the Magazine of Original
Power—of which (says [Defoe]) The late revolution is a Pattern. And he would bring a
new Revolution upon K[ing] Tutchin, unless k[ing] Tutchin hang’d him up in time.”39
The notions of popular sovereignty and the legitimacy of revolutionary resistance to tyranny advanced by Defoe in the Review were highly controversial when
they appeared, and they would be remembered for years to come. Nearly five years
after Mr. Review’s initial paper scuffle with Leslie’s Rehearsal, several members of
Sacheverell’s counsel were able to score major points in the doctor’s defense by claiming that his infamous sermon against “false brethren” in church and state was not
aimed against dissenters and the Whig ministry but against such scandalous writers as
Defoe in the Review. Numerous objectionable passages from the Review, including the
incendiary call to open “the magazine of original power,” were read aloud to the audience at the trial in order to drive home the point.40 Even many stalwart Whigs, such as
Lady Cowper, were shocked that “such Blasphemy” was “Read in Publick Court” and
later printed in the official account of the trial as well; Arthur Maynwaring intimated
the same in print, although he tellingly left Defoe’s name out of his list of infamous
authors, such as Edmund Hickeringill, John Tutchin, and John Toland, with whom he
was associated at the trial.41 John Dyer promulgated a false rumor that Defoe would be
prosecuted for claiming in the Review “that all the gentlemen that signe the loyall
addresses [in support of the doctrine of passive obedience] that are now carried on . . .
deserve . . . to be hanged.”42
39. Rehearsal, [vol. I], no. 49 (June 30–July 7, 1705), in The Reception of Locke’s Politics: From the
1690s to the 1830s, ed. Mark Goldie, 6 vols. (London, 1999), 2:19. Leslie refers to Defoe’s claim that
recourse to revolution is a perpetual check on tyranny in Review, ed. McVeagh, vol. II, no. 46 (June 19,
1705), 2:288–89.
40. A Complete Collection of State Trials and Proceedings for High Treason and Other Crimes and
Misdemeanors, ed. T. B. Howell, 34 vols. (London, 1809–28), 15:237, 324–25, 339–43, 453; The State Trial
of Doctor Henry Sacheverell, ed. Cowan, 106–7; Geoffrey Holmes, The Trial of Doctor Sacheverell (London, 1973), 187; Mark Knights, The Devil in Disguise: Deception, Delusion, and Fanaticism in the Early
English Enlightenment (Oxford, 2011), 155–56.
41. Hertfordshire Record Office, Sarah Cowper Diaries, D/EP/F33, (July 1, 1710), p. 181; [Arthur
Maynwaring], Four Letters to a Friend in North Britain (London, 1710), 7, and compare 27, where he
recommends reading the Review. I am grateful to Mark Knights and Anne Kugler for providing me
with a transcript of Cowper’s diary.
42. BL, Add. MS 70421, May 25, 1710, unfoliated. This was a mendacious reading of Review,
ed. McVeagh, vol. VII, no. 24 (May 20, 1710), 7:117–21.
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It was a common high Tory tactic to associate Defoe’s Review with even more
radically whiggish and anticlerical writers, whereas supporters of the Whig junto ministry were keen to differentiate the more “moderate” Defoe from them.43 This was also
true when Defoe was using the Review to support Harley’s attempt to separate “moderate” Tories from their more extremist “tacker” and high-flying brethren in the journal’s
earlier years.44 A 1706 broadside presents an image of Defoe playing a game of leapfrog
with the devil for amusement, thus emphasizing for its (presumably Tory) readers the
hellish designs behind the supposedly moderate veneer of Mr. Review (figure 2). The
image had been first suggested by Charles Leslie in the Rehearsal, and it prompted
Defoe to respond immediately in the Review that Leslie and his High Church brethren
were the ones who toyed with the devil.45 The Review and Defoe became known visually more often as a caricature represented by High Church Tory propaganda than
through any positive self-representations.46
If we turn to the ways in which Defoe himself presented the content of his political principles, it is now generally recognized that his political theory was much more
than, and indeed quite distinct from, the warmed-over Lockean doctrine that some
previous studies sometimes assumed it to be.47 Indeed, Defoe only mentions Locke
by name once in the Review, and when he does, it is to distinguish his own views
from those of the philosopher. He insists: “I know, what Mr. Lock, Sidney and others
have said on [the origins of government], and I must confess, I never thought their
Systems fully answer’d—But I am arguing by my own Light, not other Mens; and
therefore my Notions may be new.”48 Yet, declarations such as this beg more questions than they answer. How did Defoe’s view of the state of nature and the origins of
government differ from those of Locke and Sidney? If they had not been refuted, was
he implying that there was some validity to their arguments? Or was he pointing to
the inadequacy of their theories of government?49 Nicholas Phillipson has suggestively argued that “Defoe was attempting to appropriate Locke for a non-exclusionist

43. Clark, Daniel Defoe, 52–56.
44. J. A. Downie, “Mr. Review and His Scribbling Friends: Defoe and the Critics, 1705–1706,”
Huntington Library Quarterly 41 (1978): 345–65; Downie, Robert Harley and the Press, 73.
45. Rehearsal, vol. I, no. 118 (July 3, 1706); Review, ed. McVeagh, vol. III, no. 81 (July 6, 1706),
3:417–18.
46. See also such prints as The Three Champions (London, [c. 1710]), British Museum
no. 1868,0808.3415; and The Whig’s Medly / The Three False Brethren (London, 1711), British Museum
no. 1873,0712.795.
47. Manuel Schonhorn, Defoe’s Politics: Parliament, Power, Kingship and Robinson Crusoe (Cambridge, 1991); Clark, Daniel Defoe.
48. Review, ed. McVeagh, vol. III, no. 109 (September 10, 1706), 3:554.
49. It is unclear as to what Defoe meant by “fully answer’d.” Given that the remark was in response
to the proddings of Charles Leslie in the Rehearsal, in which Defoe was lumped with Locke and Sidney,
he could well have been defending their criticisms of Sir Robert Filmer’s patriarchal theory. On the
other hand, Defoe’s views of the origins of government were more biblically oriented than Locke’s or
Sidney’s, and therefore he may have been pointing to the scriptural inadequacies of these writers by
claiming that their views had not fully satisfied (or “answer’d”) his perceived need for a satisfactory
explanation of the origins of government. See also Clark, Daniel Defoe, 52–56.
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[that is, a less Lockean] defence of the Revolution by placing him in the context of natural jurisprudence,” and Katherine Clark has developed this argument further in her
work on Defoe’s religious thought.50
There is still much more to be understood about the Review’s politics, particularly as they were expressed by Defoe under the multiple pressures of regular publication deadlines; ripostes from both Whig and Tory opponents, such as Tutchin and
Leslie; the vicissitudes of a quickly changing political landscape, especially in terms of
the ministerial revolutions at court; and of course the watchful eyes and subtle guidance of his aristocratic patrons, above all Harley, but also Sidney Godolphin during his
brief collaboration with the Whig junto after Harley’s resignation in 1708. It is often
said that Defoe’s politics, like Harley’s, were “moderate” and that the Review was his
vehicle for the voice of moderation in a fractious political climate.51 At first glance, this
appears to be obvious; Defoe was nothing if not effusive in his praise for moderation:
How Bless’d! how wise! how in all things, Ages and Circumstances, Beneficial both to Prince and People, is the Sublime Quality of Moderation?
’Tis born of Heaven; ’tis the Father and Fountain of Human Prudence;
’tis the Character of Wise Men; the Healer of National, and all Personal
Breaches; the Saver of Nations; the Restorer of Peace; the Preserver of
Justice. ’Tis the Essence of all manner of Politicks; ’tis the Beauty of
Princes, the Wisdom of Statesmen; the Happiness of Subjects; the Safety
of Families: ’Tis the Honour of the Man, the Distinction of the Gentleman, and the Glory of the Christian; ’tis the Pledge of Divine Favour, and
the best Temporal Blessing of the World.52
He also declared that “In all my Writings, as well as in this Paper, it has been my Endeavour, and ever shall be I hope, to steer the middle Way between all our Extremes, and
while I am applauding the Beauty and Lustre of Temper and Moderation to practice it
myself.”53 But here, as with so many other aspects of his writings, we cannot rest content
to take Defoe at his word.
In light of the more nuanced understanding of the politics of moderation that
has been advanced by early modern historians in recent years, we now have an opportunity to reappraise the meaning of Defoe’s moderation. J. A. Downie and Mark Knights
50. Nicholas Phillipson, “Propriety, Property and Prudence: David Hume and the Defence of the
Revolution,” in Political Discourse in Early Modern Britain, ed. Nicholas Phillipson and Quentin Skinner (Cambridge, 1993), 306n11; Clark, Daniel Defoe, 55. The classic account of Defoe’s understanding
of natural law, especially as espoused in his fiction writing, is Maximillian E. Novak, Defoe and the
Nature of Man (Oxford, 1963).
51. Sutherland, Defoe, 2nd ed., 100–102, 114–15; James O. Richards, Party Propaganda under
Queen Anne, 59–62, 107–9; Laurence Hansen, Government and the Press, 1695–1763 (Oxford, 1936), 94.
52. Review, ed. McVeagh, vol. I, no. 69 (October 31, 1704), 1:469 (quoted).
53. Ibid., vol. IV, no. 147 (January 17, 1708), 4:766. See also vol. III, no. 26 (February 28, 1706),
3:139–40; vol. IV, no. 23 (April 3, 1707), 4:115–16; vol. IV, no. 131 (December 11, 1707), 4:676.
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figure 2. Daniel Defoe and the Devil at Leap-Frog (London, 1706). © Victoria and Albert Museum,
London. Pressmark Forster 4to 8937, vol. 3, title page with woodcut.
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have demonstrated how the term moderation could have as many pejorative resonances as positive ones in the later Stuart era and that the term was highly sensitive to
partisan spin. For many High Church Tories, “moderation” was not a virtue but a dereliction of duty to uphold such universal truths as divine right kingship and obligatory
passive obedience.54 In a similar vein, Ethan Shagan uses the term as a window into reexamining early modern social and political thought as a whole, and he ends up finding it to have been a particularly coercive rhetoric of restraint. Failure to live up to a
proposed ideal of “moderation” was an invitation to severe chastisement in early modern political rhetoric.55
This would have come as little surprise to those later Stuart Tories who developed a stringent critique of the pretensions to “moderation” that they saw as little more
than the deceitful sugarcoating of dangerous and corrosive innovations in church
and state. What began as the scolding of supposedly backsliding “trimmers” under
Charles II had become by Anne’s reign a full-fledged denunciation of “moderation” as
a Whig sham.56 Defoe bore the brunt of these charges. The pamphlet The Moderation,
Justice and Manners of the Review, Exemplified from his own Works (1706) accused
Mr. Review of deceiving his readers “with pretensions of peace and moderation whilst
nothing less was at his heart.” Many of the passages cited there would be revived again
when Defoe was named as a scandalous author at Sacheverell’s trial.57 The Review’s
moderation was contentious, and it needs to be contextualized and differentiated from
competing claims to moderation.
Defoe’s views expressed in the Review also need to be distinguished from his
other political writings. McVeagh notes that the politics articulated in the Review differed from those developed in Defoe’s long poem Jure Divino (1706), which appeared
in print as he continued to write for the journal:58 “In the Reviews of 1706 Defoe joined
to these ideas the observations he was making as he travelled to and fro of real men and
54. Downie, Robert Harley and the Press, 72–73; Mark Knights, Representation and Misrepresentation in Later Stuart Britain: Partisanship and Political Culture (Oxford, 2005), esp. 290–91, 339–40; and
Knights, “Occasional Conformity and the Representation of Dissent: Hypocrisy, Sincerity, Moderation
and Zeal,” Parliamentary History 24 (2005): 41–57.
55. Ethan Shagan, The Rule of Moderation: Violence, Religion and the Politics of Restraint in Early
Modern England (Cambridge, 2011); and Shagan, “Beyond Good and Evil: Thinking with Moderates
in Early Modern England,” Journal of British Studies 49, no. 3 (2010): 488–513.
56. Alan Roper, “Dryden, Sunderland, and the Metamorphoses of a Trimmer,” Huntington Library
Quarterly 54, no. 1 (1991): 43–72; compare John Patrick Montaño, Courting the Moderates: Ideology,
Propaganda, and the Emergence of Party, 1660–1678 (Cranbury, N.J., 2002); and Steven Pincus, “Shadwell’s Dramatic Trimming,” in Religion, Literature, and Politics in Post-Reformation England, 1540–1688,
ed. Donna B. Hamilton and Richard Strier (Cambridge, 1996), 253–74.
57. The Moderation, Justice and Manners of the Review, Exemplified from his own Works (London,
1706), 3 (quoted), and see 23 for a denunciation of Review, ed. McVeagh, vol. II, no. 123 (December 18,
1705), 2:804; see also Brian Cowan, “The Spin Doctor: Sacheverell’s Trial Speech and Political Performance in the Divided Society,” Parliamentary History 31 (2012): 39n37.
58. Defoe would return to his poem in later issues of the journal with new rewordings. See Defoe,
Satire, Fantasy and Writings on the Supernatural, ed. W. R. Owens and P. N. Furbank, vol. 2, Jure Divino,
ed. Furbank (London, 2003), 28n40; and Review, ed. McVeagh, vol. IV, no. 124 (November 25, 1707),
4:640–43.
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women living ordinary practical lives.”59 Defoe was surely a very serious political
thinker—he would have hardly risked his life and his well-being so many times if his
convictions had not been well considered—but his prolific pen and the many authorial
guises he adopted make him a less coherent theorist than many other such writers.60 It
is also worth noting that Defoe did not set out to write theory, strictly speaking. He
preferred to express his views in periodical essays and occasional pamphlets, in poetry,
in history, and later in life, in fiction writing as well. These were genres in which topicality, detailed description (such as the famed “formal realism” that has entranced students of his novels ever since Ian Watt), and clever phrasing mattered more than the
logical coherence that one would expect from formal political theory.61
Nevertheless, the study of Defoe’s ever-evolving political theory, such as it was,
would well repay further examination. In several important essays on the intellectual
history of the British enlightenment, Nicholas Phillipson has developed a promising
thesis of Defoe as a pioneering theorist of moderation in discourse and politeness in
manners.62 In this view, Defoe emerges alongside Addison and Steele as one of the key
English precursors to the Scottish enlightenment achievements of David Hume and
Adam Smith. Phillipson has suggestively presented Defoe’s Mr. Review as a sort of
everyman’s Cicero, someone with great “faith in the power of language to generate a reformation of manners” who “identified conversation rather than oratory as the linguistic skill which would have to be cultivated if the civic personality was to be reformed.”63
While Phillipson himself has not developed this understanding of the Review project to
its fullest potential, it is a line of inquiry worth pursuing in greater detail, and one that
I shall pursue in the remainder of this essay.


Phillipson suggests that Defoe’s Review can be linked to a longstanding intellectual tradition of early modern Ciceronianism that valorized the political and moral force of
language and particularly the use of it for persuasive purposes in the form of rhetoric
and oratory. This neo-Ciceronianism encouraged humanist-trained intellectuals to
actively participate in civic affairs, or the vita activa, and it constituted a key element of
early modern classical humanism. In some cases, it provided a core inspiration for
republican trends in political thought. “It is scarcely an exaggeration to state that [the
59. Review, ed, McVeagh, 3:xxix.
60. On this point, see especially Marshall, “Fabricating Defoes.”
61. Ian Watt, The Rise of the Novel: Studies in Defoe, Richardson and Fielding (Berkeley, Calif., and
Los Angeles, 1957).
62. For a review of Phillipson’s significant contributions to the history of the enlightenment, see
Colin Kidd, “The Phillipsonian Enlightenment,” Modern Intellectual History 11, no. 1 (2014): 175–90.
63. Nicholas Phillipson, “Politics and Politeness: Anne and the Early Hanoverians,” in The Varieties of
British Political Thought, 1500–1800, ed. J. G. A. Pocock (Cambridge, 1993), 224. See also Phillipson,
David Hume: The Philosopher as Historian (London, 2011), chap. 2; and Phillipson, “Propriety, Property and Prudence: David Hume and the Defence of the Revolution,” in Political Discourse in Early
Modern Britain, ed. Nicholas Phillipson and Quentin Skinner (Cambridge, 1993), esp. 305–11.
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Ciceronian emphasis on the importance of the vita activa] became a hallmark of the
English humanists,” observes Markku Peltonen.64 As a consequence, it became particularly controversial in the wake of the mid-seventeenth-century civil wars, as some
observers (most notably Thomas Hobbes) blamed the revolutionary troubles on the
fashionable rise in Ciceronian rhetoric and the delusions of political grandeur that it
could inspire among the king’s subjects. A little classical learning could be a very
dangerous thing, in Hobbes’s opinion.65 But such discontent did not dispel Cicero’s
appeal, and his works remained enormously influential throughout Defoe’s lifetime
and long afterward. They were particularly popular and inspirational among the
Whigs with whose political principles Defoe frequently agreed.66
Defoe’s lifetime saw the emergence of a reinvigorated neoclassicism, which
would only grow stronger throughout the eighteenth century, but his own position
within that milieu was peripheral at best. He had no interest for, and did not participate in, the great neoclassical culture wars between ancients and moderns that
absorbed the efforts of so many of his contemporaries, such as Swift, Addison, and
Steele.67 Yet it would be a mistake to dismiss Defoe’s relationship to early enlightenment neoclassicism as a complete nonstarter. Like nearly all of his contemporaries,
Defoe referred to classical examples, especially those from Roman history, in order to
reinforce his arguments. The history of Roman resistance to tyrannical rulers, for
example, was used to shore up his case for the legitimacy of the opposition to James II
during the revolution.68 He began the Review as an experimental work of periodical
history writing, with earlier humanist models like Sir Walter Ralegh’s History of the
World (1614) in mind.69
Defoe’s attempt, somewhat ill-fated and certainly incomplete, to use the Review
to write a history of the rise of French power and greatness has never really been taken

64. Markku Peltonen, Classical Humanism and Republicanism in English Political Thought,
1570–1640 (Cambridge, 1995), 10. On early modern Ciceronianism and its discontents, see Quentin
Skinner, The Foundations of Modern Political Thought, vol. 1, The Renaissance (Cambridge, 1978),
esp. 23–48; Skinner, Visions of Politics, vol. 2, Renaissance Virtues (Cambridge, 2002), esp. 264–85; and
Richard Tuck, Philosophy and Government, 1572–1651 (Cambridge, 1993), esp. 12–39.
65. Quentin Skinner, Reason and Rhetoric in the Philosophy of Hobbes (Cambridge, 1996).
66. J. A. I. Champion, The Pillars of Priestcraft Shaken: The Church of England and Its Enemies,
1660–1730 (Cambridge, 1992); Reed Browning, Political and Constitutional Ideas of the Court Whigs
(Baton Rouge, La., 1982).
67. Joseph Levine, The Battle of the Books: History and Literature in the Augustan Age (Ithaca, N.Y.,
1991); and Levine, Dr. Woodward’s Shield: History, Science, and Satire in Augustan England (1977; repr.,
Ithaca, N.Y., 1991). On Addison and Steele, see Morgan Strawn, “Pagans, Papists, and Joseph Addison’s
Use of Classical Quotations in the Remarks on Several Parts of Italy,” Huntington Library Quarterly 75,
no. 4 (2012): 561–75; Brian Cowan, “The Curious Mr. Spectator: Virtuoso Culture and the Man of Taste
in the Works of Addison and Steele,” Media History 14, no. 3 (2008): 275–92; and David Alvarez, “‘Poetical Cash’: Joseph Addison, Antiquarianism, and Aesthetic Value,” Eighteenth-Century Studies 38, no. 3
(2005): 509–31.
68. Review, ed. McVeagh, vol. VI, no. 143 (March 7, 1710), 6:714–16.
69. Ibid., vol. I, no. 33 (June 27, 1704), 1:207; Seager, “‘He reviews without Fear, and acts without
Fainting,’” 132. On Ralegh, see Nicholas Popper, Walter Ralegh’s “History of the World” and the Historical
Culture of the Late Renaissance (Chicago, 2012).
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as seriously as it should be, much like Defoe’s history writing more generally.70 It is
worth remembering that the complete original title of the first volume was A Review of
the Affairs of France: And of all Europe, As Influenc’d by that Nation: Being, Historical
Observations, on the Publick Transactions of the world; Purg’d from the Errors and
Partiality of News-Writers, and Petty-Statesmen of all Sides (figure 3). French and European affairs are indeed predominant concerns in the first year of the journal’s existence. It is only in the second volume, beginning in February 27, 1705, that domestic
affairs begin to take over Defoe’s attention. He altered the title to A Review of the Affairs
of France: With Observations on Transactions at Home, perhaps in order to reflect this
change and perhaps to reflect Harley’s wish that the Review would become a propaganda voice for persuading moderate Tories to break with the “tackers” in the general
election of 1705.71 It was not until the commencement of the third volume in January
1706 that the title changes to the more solidly domestic moniker A Review of the State
of the English Nation (figure 4).
Even if the Review is perhaps a less promising place to explore Defoe’s “neoclassical sympathies” than some of his other writings, such as the Tour Through the
Whole Island of Great Britain (1724–27), this is still a path worth pursuing.72 The
Review’s uncertain neoclassicism may actually make it more interesting than some of
its more polished contemporaries, as it provides us with a window into the limitations
of, and the frustrations provoked by, the insurgent neoclassicism of the day. Defoe
surely would have been flattered to be identified with Cicero, especially given his
touchiness with regard to the quality and extent of his classical learning. He had
learned classical rhetoric at school at Newington Green Academy, and he was certainly
familiar with Ciceronian style.73 But Mr. Review admitted that he wasn’t so skilled at
Latin as to be able to speak it: “Latin, Non ita Latinus sum ut Latine Loqui—I easily
acknowledge my self Blockhead enough, to have lost the Fluency of Expression in the
Latin.” John Dunton castigated Defoe for his deficiencies in Latin and wondered
whether his grammatical deficiencies disqualified him from pretending to be “well
enough qualified for a Judge of Style and good Language.”74
None of these qualms prevented Defoe from challenging his arch-Whig journalistic rival John Tutchin to a translation contest when Tutchin dared to question his
70. On Defoe’s engagement with history writing, see Robert Mayer, History and the Early English
Novel: Matters of Fact from Bacon to Defoe (Cambridge, 1997); Nicholas Seager, “‘A Romance the Likest
to Truth that I ever Read’: History, Fiction, and Politics in Defoe’s Memoirs of a Cavalier,” EighteenthCentury Fiction 20, no. 4 (2008): 479–505; and Noelle Gallagher, Historical Literatures: Writing About
the Past in England (Manchester, 2012), esp. chap. 3.
71. Downie, Robert Harley and the Press, 69–74.
72. Richetti, The Life of Daniel Defoe: A Critical Biography (Malden, Mass., and Oxford, 2008), 232.
73. Laura A. Curtis, “A Rhetorical Approach to the Prose of Daniel Defoe,” Rhetorica 11, no. 3
(1993): 294; Lew Girdler, “Defoe’s Education at Newington Green Academy,” Studies in Philology 50
(1953): 573–91. See also Glynis Ridley, “A Good Argument: Ciceronian Prescriptions, Pamphlet Literature, and The Shortest Way with the Dissenters,” in Positioning Daniel Defoe’s Non-Fiction: Form, Function, Genre, ed. Aino Mäkikalli and Andreas Karl Ewald Mueller (Cambridge, 2011), 3–16.
74. Review, ed. McVeagh, vol. II, no. 38 (May 31, 1705), 2:221–22; John Dunton, The Life and Errors
of John Dunton, 2 vols. (London, 1818), 2:424–25.
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figure 3. Title page of the first collected volume of the Review (London, 1705). Courtesy of the Harry
Ransom Center, the University of Texas at Austin, shelfmark 052 R324, vol. 1.
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figure 4. Title page of the third collected volume of the Review (London, 1706). Courtesy of the
Beinecke Rare Books and Manuscripts Library, Yale University, shelfmark Z17 219, vol. 3.
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knowledge of the language. Defoe invited his rival to translate one Latin, one French,
and one Italian author into English and then to retranslate each, “the English into
French, the French into Italian, and the Italian into Latin.” Whoever managed to do this
best and quickest would owe the other twenty pounds, a considerable sum. “And by
this,” Defoe exclaimed, “he shall have an Opportunity to show the World, how much
De Foe the Hosier, is Inferior in Learning, to Mr. Tutchin the Gentleman.”75 Needless to
say, Tutchin did not take him up on the challenge.76
Despite his bravado, Defoe’s reliance upon, or use of, Ciceronian or indeed any
other classical texts was rather slight in comparison with that of his contemporaries.
Mr. Review cites Cicero only a few times and only with reference to a few stock quotes
and maxims. In a few cases, he states, “Summum Jus summa Injuria,” or the highest
law is the highest injustice, from De Officiis, and in another issue he slightly misquotes Cicero’s famous declaration “O tempora! O mores!” in his first oration against
Cataline as “O Hominem, O Mores.”77 He was slightly more likely to quote Roman
satirists such as Horace or Juvenal. Virgil’s poetry also makes a few appearances in
Defoe’s essays, and he would publish contemporary Latin poetry on occasion in the
Review.78 But on the whole, Defoe’s writings for the Review stand apart from the neoclassical contributions of his more “polite” contemporaries, such as Swift or Addison.
Both of these authors often used regular Latin quotations in oversized fonts as mottos
with which to begin their essays for the Examiner (1710–14) or the Spectator (1711–14)
(figure 5). The difference was noted by contemporaries: John Gay dismissed Defoe as
a writer who “wanted a small Foundation of Learning,” and the General Postscript
denounced him as a mechanic hack. Having been “bred a hosier,” Defoe was thought
“to want learning and judgment, and almost all the rest of the qualifications necessary in a politician.”79
None of this seemed to bother Mr. Review very much. He declared that “we
have abundance of Learned Fools in the World, and Ignorant Wise Men—How often
have I seen a Man boast of his Letters, and his Load of Learning, and be Ignorant in the
common necessary Acquirements, that fit a Man either for the Service of himself or his
Country.” The neoclassical affectations of his rival essayists were mere posturing,
according to Defoe, who could hardly refrain from returning to his usual boasting: “I
have been in my Time, pretty well Master of five Languages, and have not lost them yet,
tho’ I write no Bill over my Door, or set Latin Quotations in the Front of the Review.”80

75. Review, ed. McVeagh, vol. II, no. 38 (May 31, 1705), 2:221–22.
76. Observator, vol. IV, no. 19 (June 2–6, 1705).
77. Review, ed. McVeagh, vol. IV, no. 53 (June 12, 1707), 4:260, 264n3; vol. VIII, no. 77 (September 20,
1711), 8:358, 361n1; vol. VIII, no. 104 (November 22, 1711), 8:475, 477n5. In vol. VIII, no. 125 (January 10,
1712), 8:571–72, Defoe mistakes Livy for Cicero.
78. See ibid., vol. I, no. 56 (September 16, 1704), 1:363–64; (Supplement for September 1704), 1:402,
410–11.
79. John Gay, “The Present State of Wit” (1711), in Poetry and Prose of John Gay, ed. Vinton A. Dearing
with Charles E. Beckwith, 2 vols. (Oxford, 1974), 2:450; The General Postscript, no. 1 (August 27 [September] 1709), unpaginated.
80. Review, ed. McVeagh, vol. VII, no. 114 (December 16, 1710), 7:521.
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figure 5. The Spectator, no. 10 (March 12, 1711). Courtesy of the Harry Ransom Center, the
University of Texas at Austin, shelfmark -Q- PR 1365 S7.
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When Swift lumped the Review with the Observator as just “two stupid, illiterate Scribblers,” Defoe famously retorted, “If, Sir, you have so much Learning, how came you to
have so little Manners?”81
Despite a growing recognition of the importance of a discourse of politeness and
its emergent hegemony over eighteenth-century culture, Defoe’s role in that process
has received paltry attention in comparison to that of his more genteel contemporaries, such as Addison, Steele, or the Earl of Shaftesbury.82 Mr. Review’s “plain style”
of expression lacked the neoclassical polish and self-presentation that was becoming
an increasingly fashionable characteristic of the new eighteenth-century culture of
politeness.83 James Sutherland describes Defoe’s standard prose style in the Review as
“plain-spoken, down-to-earth, unpedantic and colloquial.” This is how Defoe himself
characterized his style in the introduction to the first collected volume of the Review:84
Let not those Gentlemen who are Criticks in Stile, in Method or Manner, be
angry that I have never pull’d off my Cap to them in humble Excuse for my
loose Way of treating the World as to Language, Expression, and Politeness
of Phrase; Matters of this Nature differ from most things a Man can write:
When I am busied, writing Essays, and Matters of Science, I shall address
them for their Aid, and take as much Care to avoid their Displeasure as
becomes me; but when I am upon the Subject of Trade, and the Variety of
Casual Story, I think my self a little loose from the Bonds of Cadence and
Perfections of Stile, and satisfie my self in my Study to be explicit, easie, free,
and very plain; and for all the rest, Nec Careo, nec Curo.85
Defoe’s nonchalance with regard to style—epitomized by his declaration that he does
not care about being bound by excessive attention to cadence and “perfections of style”

81. [Swift], Examiner, no. 16 (November 16, 1710), in Swift vs. Mainwaring: The Examiner and the
Medley, ed. Frank H. Ellis (Oxford, 1985), 35; Review, ed. McVeagh, vol. VII, no. 113 (December 14, 1710),
7:515.
82. Compare Lawrence Klein, Shaftesbury and the Culture of Politeness: Moral Discourse and Cultural Politics in Early Eighteenth-Century England (Cambridge, 1994); Klein, “Politeness and the Interpretation of the British Eighteenth Century,” Historical Journal 45, no. 4 (2002): 869–98; Klein,
“Addisonian Afterlives: Joseph Addison in Eighteenth-Century Culture,” Journal for EighteenthCentury Studies 35 (2012): 101–18; Iain Hampsher-Monk, “From Virtue to Politeness,” in Republicanism: A Shared European Heritage, ed. Martin van Gelderen and Quentin Skinner, 2 vols. (Cambridge,
2002), 2:85–105; and Brian Cowan, “Reasonable Ecstasies: Shaftesbury and the Languages of Libertinism,” Journal of British Studies 37, no. 2 (1998): 111–38.
83. On Defoe’s plain style and its relationship to polite learning and the new rhetoric of political
arithmetic, see Mary Poovey, A History of the Modern Fact: Problems of Knowledge in the Sciences of
Wealth and Society (Chicago, 1998), 158–70; see also Simon Schaffer, “Defoe’s Natural Philosophy and
the Worlds of Credit,” in Nature Transfigured: Science and Literature, 1700–1900, ed. John Christie and
Sally Shuttleworth (Manchester, 1989), 13–44.
84. James Sutherland, Daniel Defoe: A Critical Study (Cambridge, Mass., 1971), 74.
85. Review, ed. McVeagh, vol. I, preface, 1:3 [italics in original].
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—when writing about trade and “casual story,” contrasts strongly with Addison’s
famous desire to elevate the discussion of such low-status or quotidian topics by bringing “philosophy out of the closets and libraries, schools and colleges, to dwell in clubs
and assemblies, at tea-tables and coffeehouses.”86
The Review aimed to reform discourse by sometimes adapting a demotic style
in order to better communicate with and instruct its readers. Defoe was not above confessing that “this Paper is writ to Enlighten the Stupid Understandings of the Meaner
and more Thoughtless of the Freeholders and Electors” or observing that “I have hitherto Preach’d to my Inferiors and Equals, Men of the same Class with my self; I hope I
have slip’d into no Indecencies, and have Studied nothing more than to suit my Language to the Case, and to the Persons.”87 One could hardly imagine Addison writing
in a similar register about either his own style or his readers. Whereas Mr. Spectator
sought to elevate discourse through popularizing a polite high style in his periodical
essays, Mr. Review addressed his readers on their own terms. Content and substance
preceded questions of form and style in the Review; in the Spectator, making a polite
style popular was the very substance of the project.88
Differences such as these might explain why Defoe normally does not figure as a
fellow traveler in the making of the culture of politeness that has figured so prominently in recent cultural histories of post-Restoration Britain. To what extent, if any,
did Defoe and his Review participate in the making of this culture of politeness?
Without a doubt, Defoe’s style of politeness was distinctively different from
that of Shaftesbury or Addison, but this does not mean that he did not have a sense of
the “polite” that functioned within his own worldview. Not everyone agreed as to
what was really “polite,” after all. Early modern politeness was a site of cultural contestation rather than an agreed-upon set of norms and behavioral precepts.89 This was
true despite the general appeal of claims to politeness as “an antidote to the incivility
and passionate irrationality of partisan discourse.”90 Indeed, the politics of politeness
emerged as such a hot topic of debate in the later Stuart and early Hanoverian era precisely because older, once hegemonic, forms of politeness anchored in courtly etiquette and the holy beauties upheld by the established church of England were being
challenged by a new culture of politeness that was urbane rather than courtly and was
suspicious of the church as a nursery of priestcraft; Tories held firm to the former
model of politeness, whereas Whigs naturally gravitated to the latter. The Review can
be understood as a work that participated in this whiggish displacement of politeness

86. Spectator, no. 10 (March 12, 1711).
87. Review, ed. McVeagh, vol. II, no. 35 (May 24, 1705), 2:205; vol. II, no. 96 (October 13, 1705), 2:653.
88. Brian Cowan, “Mr. Spectator and the Coffeehouse Public Sphere,” Eighteenth-Century Studies 37,
no. 3 (2004): 345–66.
89. See especially Markku Peltonen, The Duel in Early Modern England: Civility, Politeness and
Honour (Cambridge, 2003); and Peltonen, “Politeness and Whiggism, 1688–1732,” Historical Journal 48,
no. 2 (2005): 391–414.
90. Knights, Representation and Misrepresentation, 7.
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from the court and the church to the city and an imagined, virtual public sphere, but it
did so in a distinctly different way than many of its contemporaries.
Defoe’s origins in the culture of religious nonconformity and his lower social
status as a struggling merchant and writer for hire must surely account for much of the
distance between the Review’s struggle to achieve legitimacy as a polite publication
and the greater success of other periodical essay writers with more genteel and conformist religious pedigrees, such as Addison or Swift. Defoe was much more closely
aligned to a Puritan tradition of antitheatricality that regarded most forms of secular
entertainment as frivolous, distracting, and ungodly; in a similar vein, undue attention
to manners and niceties of etiquette could be understood as a form of popery. The
moral threat posed by the popular commercial theaters was a common theme in the
Review.91 “Theatres or Play-Houses” were “Houses of Sin, and Nurseries of Vice,” or
“Nurseries of Crime, Colleges, or rather Universities of the Devil—Satan’s Workhouse,
where all the Manufactures of Hell are propagated.” He even proposed a scheme to buy
out the owners of the playhouses and the actors employed by the theatrical companies
in order to “suppress finally the very Name of an Actor or a Stage, in this Nation.”92
When compared to Addison or Shaftesbury, Defoe’s interest in the arts or literature in the Review is minimal.93 Whereas Shaftesbury understood artistic achievement
(or “politeness”) to be intimately related to the state of political liberty, and Addison
devoted several essays of the Spectator to understanding and extolling the pleasures of
the imagination, aesthetic matters of this kind were far from the forefront of
Mr. Review’s agenda. Prompted by Addison’s claim that Milton’s poetry was on par with
that of Homer or Virgil, Defoe devoted one memorable issue of the Review to Milton’s
Paradise Lost. Here he was concerned exclusively with the tricky theological question
of whether Adam and Eve had had sexual relations before the Fall; Defoe thought this
to be unlikely, despite Milton’s famous celebration of the paradisiacal congress in his
poem. While Defoe admits that Milton created a “most Beautiful Scene, drawn with a
most exquisite judgment,” he finds the thought to be theologically vexing. But he
uncharacteristically avoids taking a firm stand on the matter and simply concludes
that “I am not Arrogant enough to advance my Opinion, till I have thus bespoke others
to go before me in it.”94 Mr. Review was hardly confident in his role as an arbiter of
taste in the arts. Unlike Mr. Spectator or other subsequent eighteenth-century essayists, he had no ideal model of the “man of taste” to promote.95

91. David Marshall observes that Defoe understood print publication as a form of theatricality,
albeit without exploring Defoe’s deep antipathy to the stage itself, in The Figure of Theater: Shaftesbury,
Defoe, Adam Smith, and George Eliot (New York, 1986); see also Marian McDaniel, “Defoe’s Review
and the Stage” (master’s thesis, University of Texas at Austin, 1959).
92. Review, ed. McVeagh, vol. VI, no. 34 (August 30, 1709); no. 35 (September 1, 1709), 6:324, 328, 330.
93. Marjorie Nicolson, introduction to The Best of Defoe’s Review: An Anthology (New York, 1951), xix.
94. Review, ed. McVeagh, vol. VIII, no. 159 (March 29, 1712), 8:712–15.
95. Brian Cowan, “An Open Elite: The Peculiarities of Connoisseurship in Early Modern England,”
Modern Intellectual History 1, no. 2 (2004): 151–83; and Cowan, “The Curious Mr. Spectator.”
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The Review took a much more assertive stance toward social and moral criticism. From
its inception, Defoe proclaimed his intention to use the Review to censor vice and error
wherever he found it. The section he first entitled “Mercure Scandale: Or, Advice from
the Scandalous Club” was his primary vehicle for moral censorship in its first two years
before Defoe ultimately abandoned the project after 1705 (figure 6). The “Mercure
Scandale” section, renamed “The Advice from the Scandal Club,” became one of the
most popular features of the journal. Beginning in September 1704, Defoe added
“A Supplementary Journal to the Advice from the Scandal Club,” and he continued to
publish five of these lengthy supplements on a monthly basis until January 1705.96 In
this section, Defoe proclaimed: “Here are Questions in Divinity, Morality, Love, State,
War, Trade, Language, Poetry, Marriage, Drunkenness, Whoring, Gaming, Vowing,
and the like.”97
Here Defoe took the Review into territory pioneered by his Grub Street contemporary and fellow dissenter John Dunton, whose Athenian Mercury had found fertile
ground by taking casuistry into the public sphere of periodical journal publication.98
While Defoe claimed that the inspiration for this project was Henry Care’s Restorationera periodical, The Weekly Pacquet of Advice from Rome (1678–83), it was clear that the
question-and-answer format used for his Scandal Club section owed more to Dunton’s
project than to Care.99 Dunton certainly saw it this way, and he complained in his
autobiography that Defoe’s “interloping” on his territory cost him 200 pounds in lost
income.100 William Bauer has cogently argued in an often-overlooked article that
Defoe’s primary inspiration for adding the Scandal Club to his Review was to satirize
the Society for the Reformation of Manners, a moral reform movement with which
Defoe sympathized, but which he equally saw as falling woefully short of its stated goal
of shaming sinners and eradicating vices such as the aforementioned drunkenness,
whoring, gaming, vowing, and the like.101
Defoe criticized the Society for the Reformation of Manners in the Review,
mainly for failing to uphold their principles and to take vigorous action against

96. Review, ed. McVeagh, vol. I (Supplement for September 1704), 1:390–419; (Supplement for
October 1704), 1:474–502; (Supplement for November 1704), 1:551–79; (Supplement for December
1704), 1:636–61; (Supplement for January 1705), 1:721–40.
97. Ibid., vol. I (Supplement for September 1704), 1:391.
98. Stephen Parks, John Dunton and the English Book Trade: A Study of His Career with a Checklist
of His Publications (New York, 1976); on Dunton and Defoe, see G. A. Starr, Defoe and Casuistry
(Princeton, N.J., 1971), esp. 9–33, and Starr, “From Casuistry to Fiction: The Importance of the Athenian
Mercury,” Journal of the History of Ideas 28, no. 1 (1967): 17–32.
99. Review, ed. McVeagh, vol. I (Supplement for September 1704), 1:393. On Care, see Lois Schwoerer,
The Ingenious Mr. Henry Care, Restoration Publicist (Baltimore, 2001).
100. Dunton, Life and Errors, 2:423.
101. William A. Bauer, “Defoe’s Review and the Reform of Manners Movement,” Neophilogicus 66
(1982): 149–59.
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vice.102 But Defoe was clearly sympathetic en principe to the stated goals and values of
the society. When he was living in Edinburgh, working for Harley, promoting the
Anglo-Scottish union, and writing the Review, he also took the time to become a
member of the Edinburgh Society for the Reformation of Manners. His participation
in the society did not last long, however: he was admitted as a member in April 1707
and attended a few meetings until December of that year, but withdrew from participating actively in the society after that point, despite having many opportunities to do
so.103 A few years later, he published his critique of the society in the Edinburgh edition of his Review:
If you will Reform the Nation, you that call your selves Reformers, bear
with me to tell you, You must first Reform your selves . . . it is Unreasonable and Unjust, an Injury to the common People, and a Dishonour to
the Gentry and Nobility to make Laws, Acts of Parliament, Proclamations, Declarations, City-Laws or Burgh Laws against Vice and Immorality, while you Execute those Laws upon the Poor, Mean and Common
People only, and your selves go Unpunished in the open Commission of
the same.
Defoe abhorred any status-based double standard, and he insisted that far from avoiding prosecution for their sins, social elites should set an example for the rest of the
nation:
The way to Reform a Nation, besides good Laws, is to have the Nobility,
Gentry and Magistracy of the Countrey Discourage Vice, and bring it
out of Use by their own Example; the People are guided by Example more
than by Precept; the Humour of the Age is to follow the Fashions . . . what
the Gentry praise, the common People will imitate.104
Defoe’s egalitarian moral censure, and particularly his willingness to criticize his social
superiors, was not always well taken, and he complained that his Scandal Club was
“accus’d of being too free with Magistrates, Justices of the Peace, and Men of Rank; and
some, tho’ we think them in the wrong, Charge us, on those Accounts, with want of
Manners.”105 Accusations such as these cut deeply, and Defoe was keen to refute them.
102. Review, ed. McVeagh, vol. I, no. 11 (April 11, 1704), 1:75–77; (Supplement for October 1704),
1:491–92. McVeagh’s notes for the former fail to identify William Bisset and his controversial sermon
Plain English (1704) as the target of criticism. The purpose of Defoe’s reference here is admittedly cryptic,
but instances such as this indicate an unmet need for more extensive and accurate annotation
throughout McVeagh’s edition.
103. Charles Eaton Burch, “Defoe and the Edinburgh Society for the Reformation of Manners,”
Review of English Studies 16, no. 63 (1940): 306–12.
104. Review, ed. McVeagh, vol. VI, no. 4 (April 7, 1709, Edinburgh), 6:31.
105. Ibid., vol. I, no. 78 (December 2, 1704), 1:582.
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figure 6. The Review, vol. I, no. 2 (February 26, 1704). Courtesy of the Beinecke Rare Books and
Manuscripts Library, Yale University, shelfmark Z17 219, vol. 1.
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Defoe rarely used the language of politeness, but he did adhere to a concept of
good manners.106 Manners were key to human sociability for him, and hence true
politeness came from good, godly manners rather than artifice, fancy show or public
spectacle, codes of genteel courtesy, or the display of learning in order to impress
rather than for its own sake. Good manners could be displayed by anyone, without any
need for cultural capital. Thus here, too, he differs from the Addisonian man of taste,
for whom good taste, carefully cultivated, was a sign of politeness.107
The Review, however, was not often regarded by contemporaries as a paragon of
good manners. Defoe’s predilection for ad hominem criticism, and his penchant for
offering enough telling detail to allow those in the know to identify the subjects of his
censure who were not boldly named, could often be seen as impertinent and illmannered.108 Henry Sacheverell was a favorite target of Defoe’s criticism, and Tories
complained that the Doctor “has . . . had the honor of being substantially abused
amongst other great ministers of state.”109 Some worried that private or restricted correspondence might escape its intended readers and end up in the Review. Thomas
Thynne, viscount of Weymouth, warned Arthur Charlett, master of University College, Oxford, not to circulate many copies of a scribal copy shared between the two
because “many parts . . . will be liable to exception, and hardly escape the Scandall
Clubb.”110 A few years later, Charlett found himself the victim of a “prank” published in
the Review in which he was said to have drunk so much that he could not discern the
difference between a lantern and a tankard.111 This kind of scandalous reportage—
often venturing dangerously close to the libelous—was commonplace in later Stuart
periodical writing, and Defoe’s work stood out only for its quantity.
The real innovators here were Addison and Steele in their Tatler and Spectator
essays. While Defoe’s Scandal Club has often been cited as the formative influence upon
Addison’s and Steele’s adoption of the conceit of a fictitious club of commentators on
contemporary vice and folly, the Spectatorial model differed from Defoe’s Review in its
carefully polite and distanced poise.112 While Isaac Bickerstaff and Mr. Spectator did

106. In one rare instance where Defoe uses the word “polite” in the Review, he does so ironically;
see ibid., 1:583.
107. Cowan, “The Curious Mr. Spectator.”
108. See Scott Paul Gordon, “Voyeuristic Dreams: Mr. Spectator and the Power of Spectacle,”
The Eighteenth Century 36, no. 1 (1995): 8–9.
109. Ralph Bridges to Sir William Trumbull, April 12, 1709, BL, Add. MS 72494, fol. 109r. I address
this subject at greater length in “The Scribbler and the Doctor: Daniel Defoe’s Long Way with Henry
Sacheverell,” unpublished manuscript.
110. Viscount Weymouth to Charlett, December 15, 1704, Bodl. Lib., MS Ballard 10, no. 30, fol. 62r.
111. Thomas Hearne, Remarks and Collections, ed. C. E. Doble, 8 vols. (Oxford, 1885–1907), 1:215;
Review, ed. McVeagh, vol. III, no. 27 (March 2, 1706), 3:145.
112. The influence of the Review, and especially its Scandal Club, on Addison and Steele was once a
lively topic of interest, but it yielded little fruit: Walter Graham, The Beginnings of English Literary Periodicals: A Study of Periodical Literature, 1665–1715 (New York, 1926), 48–51; Graham, English Literary
Periodicals (New York, 1930), 59–61; Review, ed. Secord, 1:xx; Robert Waller Achurch, “The Literary
and Historical Relations of the Tatler to Defoe’s Review and the London Gazette” (PhD diss., University
of North Carolina, 1943); Nicolson, “Introduction,” xvi; Richmond P. Bond, The Tatler: The Making
of a Literary Journal (Cambridge, Mass., 1971), 128–30.
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not hesitate to satirize real people, such as the coffeehouse keeper James Salter or even
the very same Arthur Charlett who had been poked by Defoe, they tended to do so
through veiled pseudonyms rather than easily decipherable references. Thus Salter
became “Don Saltero,” and Charlett was dubbed “Abraham Froth.”113 While such satires
did not prevent their victims and their allies from resenting the sting of these jibes, the
rather more polite way in which they were presented allowed the Spectatorial satires to
maintain a more elevated poise and reputation.114 As Ronald Paulson has observed,
“the Spectator Club sanctioned satire that is less concerned with particular contemporary persons than with general comic types. . . . Much of the time the satiric emphasis is
so slight that the Spectator seems to be engaged in a study of manners, comically juxtaposing different people with different origins, assumptions, and attitudes.”115
Defoe’s Review could not compete with this new polite style of periodical essay
writing. In the wake of the extreme partisan controversies provoked by Sacheverell’s
trial and Harley’s ministerial revolution, the Review could not help but be burdened by
its past reputation as the product of a scandalous scribbler. And it began to look out of
place when compared to the Tatler and especially the Spectator. In November 1713, just
months after Defoe finally stopped publishing his Review, Abel Boyer published a letter from an anonymous gentleman in town to a fellow gentleman in the country that
summed up this transformation in the style of English periodical writing initiated by
Steele and Addison. The Review was associated with some of the most scandalous
writings of its day, whereas the Tatler and Spectator papers received high praise:116
There are many authors writing anonymously, “writing in masquerade”;
they fall into two classes, the first and most numerous labour to corrupt
morals, subvert religion, enslave the nation, betray the constitution, ruin
trade and slander men of merit. The ringleaders of this rout are, the
author of the Christian Rights,117 the author of the Tale of a Tub, the
author of the Conduct of the Allies,118 the author of the Review and the
Mercator,119 and the author or authors of the Examiner.120 The second
113. On Salter, see Brian Cowan, The Social Life of Coffee: The Emergence of the British Coffeehouse
(New Haven, Conn., 2005), 121–23; on Charlett, see Spectator, no. 43 (April 19, 1711).
114. Hearne, Remarks and Collections (April 22, 1711), 3:153, records Hearne’s chagrin at Steele’s
satire of Charlett in the Spectator.
115. Ronald Paulson, Satire and the Novel in Eighteenth-Century England (New Haven, Conn.,
1967), 59. The pinnacle of this process is the construction of fully fictionalized comic characters, above
all Addison’s Sir Roger de Coverley. See Ronald Paulson, Don Quixote in England: The Aesthetics of
Laughter (Baltimore, 1998), 22–31, and compare Brian McCrea, Addison and Steele Are Dead: The English
Department, Its Canon, and the Professionalization of Literary Criticism (Newark, N.J., 1990), 106–10.
116. Quote from [Abel Boyer], The Political State of Great Britain, 6 vols. (London, 1711–13), 6:333.
The author of this anonymous familiar letter is not known, but the genre was common to the period.
117. Matthew Tindal (1657–1733), The Rights of the Christian Church Asserted, ESTC N12925 (London,
1706).
118. Swift was the author of both titles.
119. Defoe began to write Mercator: or, Commerce Retrieved (1713–14) before he put an end to the
Review in June 1713. See Furbank and Owens, Critical Biography, 250–51.
120. Along with Swift, major contributors to the Examiner (1710–14) included other Tory writers
such as Dr. William King; Francis Atterbury, dean of Carlisle; Dr. John Friend; Matthew Prior;
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class (whose number is but small) consists of such writers as conceal
their names with an intention to do the more good. Their pens are
employed in refining our manners, in improving our learning, in recommending virtue and religion, in defending our liberties; in arguing for
our constitution in church and state, in maintaining our trade, and in
doing justice to patriots and men of merit. The chief among this illustrious set of writers are, the author or authors of the Tatlers, the Spectators,
and the Guardians,121 the author of the Maxims of Trade,122 and the
author of the British Merchant;123 to which I am in hopes a new author
will soon deserve to be added, who stiles himself the Englishman.124
Two years earlier, John Gay had voiced a similar complaint in The Present State of Wit
(1711). The Review, he thought, “is quite exhausted, and grown so very Contemptible,
that tho’ he has provoked all his Brothers of the Quill round, none of them will enter into
a Controversy with him,” whereas the Spectator is one “whom we regard as our shelter
from that Flood of False Wit and Impertinence which was breaking in upon us.”125
While the Review seems to have fared poorly in comparison to its polite rivals,
such as the Tatler and the Spectator, in its later years, it is worth remembering that the
periodical had always stood somewhat apart from the rest of the papers that crowded
the coffeehouse tables of early eighteenth-century Britain. It even looked different
from the others. The Review was published on sheets of paper that were folded and
stitched like a pamphlet rather than a newspaper or a partisan periodical. It appeared
as a quarto publication, with each sheet of paper having been folded twice, and hence it
had smaller dimensions and several more pages than other periodicals of the day. A
typical issue of the Review would measure about 22 by 16 centimeters, whereas an issue
of Charles Leslie’s Tory Rehearsal or the Whig Observator would measure about 33 by
20 centimeters.126 Each issue of the Review originally took up eight pages, resulting
from one quarto folding of a paper sheet, but beginning with the fifth issue, Defoe
began to use a smaller font and hence reduced the number of pages to four per issue.127
Delariviere Manley; and Henry St. John. See Swift vs. Mainwaring: The Examiner and The Medley,
ed. Frank H. Ellis (Oxford, 1985), xxv.
121. Preeminently, Joseph Addison and Richard Steele.
122. Theodore Janssen, ca. 1658–1748.
123. The British Merchant; or, Commerce Preserv’d: In Answer to The Mercator, or Commerce
Retriev’d, 103 issues (August 7, 1713–July 30, 1714), was published as a Whig response to the Tory Mercator; some major contributors included Charles King, Henry Martin, and Joshua Gee.
124. Richard Steele’s The Englishman was published from October 6, 1713, to February 15, 1714, in
fifty-seven issues.
125. Gay, “The Present State of Wit,” 2:450, 455.
126. These measurements have been taken from copies at the Harry Ransom Center at the University of Texas at Austin.
127. Review, ed. Secord, 1:xvii, suggests that Defoe reduced the number of pages in order to prevent
booksellers from doubling the paper’s list price of one penny. On the sizes, folding, and stitching of
early modern pamphlets, see Joad Raymond, Pamphlets and Pamphleteering in Early Modern Britain
(Cambridge, 2003), 5, 81–83.
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By contrast, most newspapers and the vast majority of the periodical essay journals of
the day appeared as folio publications with just two pages printed. This physical contrast between the Review and its contemporaries is something that will be missed if it is
only consulted in McVeagh’s Pickering edition, and it should be kept in mind because
size mattered to the early modern reader.128 Joad Raymond reminds us that “when
contemporaries mocked pamphlets for their small size they appealed to a common
basis of experience; readers knew what a pamphlet looked like, and how it felt in the
hand. Satire that associated diminutive size with demerit relied on physical familiarity,
hence the tiresome longevity of this satire.”129 The physical similarity between the
Review and the pamphlets of Grub Street would have been clear to every reader who
picked up an original copy.


The contemporary disparagement of the Review as vulgar, slight, and tiresome diminished its reputation for posterity, and this has certainly contributed to its relative neglect as a pioneering work of the periodical essay writing that was such a distinctive
feature of eighteenth-century literature. Nathan Drake’s estimation of the journal in
the early nineteenth century as a work “borne down by the rude mass of temporary
and uninteresting matter” and “defective in unity of design and delineation of character” was perhaps harsh, but it reflected a persistent prejudice against Defoe’s essays,
particularly when compared to those of Addison and Steele, whom Drake considered
to be the “two mighty orbs” who were the true “fathers and founders of Periodical
Writing.”130 It is no wonder then that William Hazlitt skipped straight from Michel de
Montaigne to Richard Steele when constructing his genealogy of the founding fathers
of the periodical essay in his 1818 lecture “On the Periodical Essayists.”131
The reputation of the Review began to recover just as Defoe’s stature as a writer
and, above all, as a fiction writer, continued to climb through the Victorian era and into
the twentieth century. More recent students of Defoe’s writings as literature have
increasingly tended to treat the Review (as well as many of his other controversial writings) primarily as a sort of prelude to his later achievements as a fiction writer, and his
essays there have been mined for insights into Defoe’s narrative style, even as the bulk
of his writing—which was mainly concerned with public affairs, especially foreign
relations, economic affairs, and the domestic politics of religion and partisanship—has

128. This size difference may account for the absence of the Review in the multivolume bound
collection of Nicolson Newspapers at the Bodleian Library, which was originally compiled by John
Nichols in the later eighteenth century.
129. Raymond, Pamphlets and Pamphleteering, 39.
130. Nathan Drake, Essays, Biographical, Critical and Historical, 3 vols. (London, 1805), 1:23–24,
iv–v. On Drake and the formation of a canon of eighteenth-century British periodical essayists, from
which Defoe was conspicuously excluded, see Squibbs, Urban Enlightenment, 31–33.
131. William Hazlitt, “On the Periodical Essayists” (delivered 1819; first published 1819) in
The Complete Works of William Hazlitt, ed. P. P. Howe, 22 vols. (London, 1931), 6:91–105.
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received relatively less attention.132 In his new edition, McVeagh is confident that
Defoe’s work for the Review stands out, when compared with previous journals of
political opinion such as Roger L’Estrange’s Observator (1681–87) or Henry Care’s Heraclitus Ridens (1681–82), “in its literary excellence.”133 In his introduction to the last
volume of the Review, McVeagh even proclaims that “for all the intelligence, energy
and wealth of information it contains the Review’s lasting appeal lies in its literary
interest, in Defoe’s ability to write well on all subjects and particularly in his capacity to
keep on surprising the reader with an imaginative jump when least expected.”134 Such
praise would have seemed outrageous in Defoe’s lifetime and even for several generations after his death, but few would want to disagree with this judgment today.
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